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Mathematical Principles of Optical Fiber Communication (CBMS-NSF Regional Conference Series in Applied Mathematics)SIAM, 2004
With the maturing of mobile portable telephony and the emerging broadband access market, greater fiber transmission capacity will be essential in the early 21st century. Since the demand for more capacity drives the development of new optics-based technologies, fiber optics therefore remains a vibrant area for research. Mathematical Principles of...

		

EMI Protection for Communication SystemsArtech House Publishers, 2009

	In recent years, the protection of communication services operating in the same of adjacent channels has become more and more challenging. Communication systems need to be protected from natural and man-made interference. This practical reference provides a through understanding of how to protect communication systems from intentional and...


		

Genetic Algorithms in ElectromagneticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	A thorough and insightful introduction to using genetic algorithms to optimize electromagnetic systems
	
		Genetic Algorithms in Electromagnetics focuses on optimizing the objective function when a computer algorithm, analytical model, or experimental result describes the performance of an electromagnetic system. It...







		

Electromagnetic Fields and Waves: Microwave and mmWave Engineering with Generalized Macroscopic Electrodynamics (Textbooks in Telecommunication Engineering)Springer, 2018

	This textbook is intended for a course in electromagnetism for upper undergraduate and graduate students. The main concepts and laws of classical macroscopic electrodynamics and initial information about generalized laws of modern electromagnetics are discussed, explaining some paradoxes of the modern theory. The reader then gets acquainted...


		

The Finite Element Method: Theory, Implementation, and Applications (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2013

	This book gives an introduction to the finite element method as a general computational method for solving partial differential equations approximately. Our approach is mathematical in nature with a strong focus on the underlying mathematical principles, such as approximation properties of piecewise polynomial spaces, and variational...


		

Electromagnetic Modeling of Composite Metallic and Dielectric StructuresArtech House Publishers, 2002
This practical new resource provides you with a much wider choice of analytical solutions to the everyday problems you encounter in electromagnetic modeling. The book enables you to use cutting-edge method-of-moments procedures, with new theories and techniques that help you optimize computer performance in numerical analysis of composite metallic...





		

Physics of Multiantenna Systems and Broadband Processing (Wiley Series in Microwave and Optical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Written by three internationally known researchers, this authoritative reference on the merits of MIMO systems provides a sound theoretical basis for its practical implementation. The book also addresses the important issues related to broadband adaptive processing. Physics of Multiantenna Systems and Broadband Processing provides readers...

		

Ultra-Wideband Wireless Communications and NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Ultra-wideband (UWB) technology has great potential for applications in wireless communications, radar and location. It has many benefits due to its ultra-wideband nature, which include high data rate, less path loss and better immunity to multipath propagation, availability of low-cost transceivers, low transmit power and low interference. Despite...

		

Partial Differential Equations and the Finite Element MethodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A systematic introduction to partial differential equations and modern finite element methods for their efficient numerical solution
    Partial Differential Equations and the Finite Element Method provides a much-needed, clear, and systematic introduction to modern theory of partial differential equations (PDEs) and...






		

Introduction to RF Design Using EM Simulators (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2011

	Richly illustrated and written in an easy-to-comprehend style, this highly accessible resource provides novice engineers and engineering students with a solid introduction to the use of electromagnetics (EM) simulation in RF design. Engineers learn how to use EM software to design microwave circuits and to conduct signal integrity analysis of...


		

The Physics of Information TechnologyCambridge University Press, 2000
"...throughout the text, Gershenfeld retains much of the conversational tone and spontaneity of a lecture. At its best, this makes for enjoyable reading, with interesting tidbits and asides that enliven the discussions....Gershenfeld's book will be valuable for physical scientists looking for an enjoyable introduction to the information...

		

The Electrical Engineering Handbook, First EditionAcademic Press, 2004
The purpose of The Electrical Engineering Handbook is to provide a comprehensive reference work covering the broad spectrum of electrical engineering in a single volume. It is written and developed for the practicing electrical engineers in industry, government, and academia. The goal is to provide the most up-to-date information in classical...
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